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READING AND DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR

Letters to Malcolm:
Chiefly on Prayer
by

C. S. Lewis

INTRODUCTION
Letters to Malcolm was the final book Lewis wrote, and it was
published posthumously in 1964. Lewis never intended this to
be a book of instruction on how to pray (“for me to offer the
world instruction about prayer would be impudence”); rather
he wanted readers to view it as a record of “two people on the
foothills comparing notes in private.” As such, Letters to Malcolm is peculiarly addressed to the converted intellectual still
struggling to understand the purpose of prayer and what is
actually happening when we pray.
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SUGGESTIONS
The two sets of questions in this section are meant to cater to
different needs. The study questions are for those who want to
concentrate on the text itself, and the more generalized questions are intended to prompt a more fluid discussion of issues
raised by it. You may wish to mix and match questions from
both sections or add some of your own, depending on how
much time you have at your disposal and the level of group
interest.

INTENSIVE STUDY
Letters 1–5
1. “My whole liturgical position really boils down to an

entreaty for permanence and uniformity” (p. 3). What,
according to Lewis, are the advantages of permanence
and uniformity in worship?
2. “For me words are, in any case, secondary” (p. 12).

Secondary to what?
3. What, according to Lewis, are the uses of ready-made

prayers? Why would he be reluctant to make them the
staple of his prayer life?
4. “There is clearly a theological defence for it [praying to

the Saints]. . . . [T]here is clearly also a great danger”
(p. 18). What is the danger, and what is the defense?
5. How might it help us to remember that we are a part of

“all the company of heaven” (p. 19) when we pray?
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6. “I’d rather pray sitting in a crowded train than put it

off till midnight when one reaches a hotel bedroom”
(p. 20). What, according to Lewis, are the best conditions for prayer? Do you have any recommendations of
your own?
7. “The body ought to pray as well as the soul” (p. 21).

How might the body be used as an aid to prayer?
8. “This talk of ‘meeting’ is, no doubt, anthropomorphic. . . .

[T]hat is why it must be balanced by all manner of
metaphysical and theological abstractions. But never,
here or anywhere else, let us think that while anthropomorphic images are a concession to weakness, the
abstractions are the literal truth” (p. 26). Why aren’t the
abstractions the literal truth? Would you agree with
Lewis that anthropomorphic images of God and the
activity of prayer are concessions to human weakness?
9. What are the three different senses of heaven Lewis

talks about in reference to “thy kingdom come”? How
does this help him visualize the coming of the kingdom? What do you understand by the term?
10. “I am beginning to feel that we need a preliminary

act of submission not only towards possible future
afflictions but also towards possible future blessings”
(p. 33). Why might this be necessary? Do you agree
with Lewis?
11. “It would be rash to say that there is any prayer which

God never grants. But the strongest candidate is the
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prayer we might express in the single word encore”
(p. 34). Why?
12. “I was never worried myself by the words lead us not

into temptation, but a great many of my correspondents
are” (p. 36). Why might some Christians find this a
worry? How does Lewis deal with it himself?
Letters 6–10
1. “I can well understand how a man who is trying to love

God and his neighbor should come to dislike the very
word religion” (p. 39). Is Lewis being too strong here, or
do you think religion can sometimes work against
Christianity?
2. What does Lewis say about the role of the conscience

in prayer?
3. A determinist is someone who believes that the out-

come of all our actions, and even the actions themselves, are predetermined. Could a determinist pray?
4. Do you agree with Lewis that anxieties are to be

regarded as afflictions rather than sins?
5. How does Jesus’s example in Gethsemane help us

understand prayer?
6. “Strictly causal thinking [the idea that our prayers

prompt God to act] is . . . inadequate when applied to
the relation between God and man” (p. 67). Why
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might causal thinking, in regard to prayer, create
problems for us?
7. “Never take the images [of God] literally. . . . [W]hen

the purport of the images—what they say to our fear
and hope and will and affections—seems to conflict
with the theological abstractions, trust the purport of
the images every time” (pp. 69–70). Do you agree that
images of God in the Bible are always truer than theological abstractions we extract from it?
8. Do you agree with Lewis that prayer would be mean-

ingless without belief in a God who takes a personal
interest in us?
Letters 11–15
1. What do you make of the “embarrassing” New Testa-

ment promises that we will receive whatever we ask for
in faith?
2. Did you find Lewis’s comments on mysticism helpful?
3. Do you agree that “our prayers for others flow more

easily than those we offer on our own behalf ” (p. 89)?
4. Can you identify with “the haunting fear that there is

no one listening” (p. 91) when we pray? What is the
best way of tackling it?
5. “Of each creature we can say ‘this also is Thou: neither

is this Thou’ ” (p. 99). In what sense are we, and in what
sense aren’t we, a part of God?
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6. “A safe god, a tame god, soon proclaims himself to any

sound mind as a fantasy” (p. 102). Do you agree?
Letters 16–22
1. “The moment of prayer is for me—or involves for me

as its condition—the awareness, the re-awakened
awareness, that this ‘real world’ and ‘real self ’ are very
far from being rock-bottom realities. . . . [I]f that can be
done, there is no need to go anywhere else. This situation itself is, at every moment, a possible theophany.
Here is the holy ground” (p. 110). Why, in Lewis’s view,
are our apprehensions of the world and the self not the
same as “rock-bottom realities”? Do you agree with
Lewis that our awareness of this reality as a charade
puts us in the right frame of mind for an encounter
with God?
2. “I have tried to make every pleasure into a channel of

adoration” (p. 120). How might we do that?
3. “Dance and game are frivolous, unimportant down

here; for ‘down here’ is not their natural place. Here,
they are a moment’s rest from the life we were placed
here to live. But in this world everything is upside
down. That which, if it could be prolonged here, would
be a truancy, is likest that which in a better country is
the End of ends. Joy is the serious business of Heaven”
(p. 125). What do you think of Lewis’s projection of the
heavenly life?
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4. How does Lewis explain God’s “wrath” when we are

disobedient (Letter 18)?
5. “I have found (to my regret) that the degrees of shame

and disgust which I actually feel at my own sins do not
at all correspond to what my reason tells me about their
comparative gravity” (p. 133). How do you think our
feelings can complicate the matter of repentance?
6. Did you find Lewis’s brief comments on communion

helpful? If so, in what ways?
7. Lewis believes in Purgatory and in praying for the

dead. Would you agree with his belief in purgatory, his
picture of it, or his idea that we can pray for the dead?
8. “Our prayers, and other free acts, are known to us

only as we come to the moment of doing them. But
they are eternally in the score of the great symphony”
(p. 148). Do you think Lewis’s understanding of God as
acting outside time is helpful?
9. “I haven’t any language weak enough to depict the

weakness of my spiritual life” (p. 151). Lewis finds that
his own experiences of God are very slight when analyzed in terms of feelings and movements of the mind.
Could you say the same thing?
10. “We shrink from too naked a contact, because we are

afraid of the divine demands upon us which it might
make too audible” (p. 153). Have you ever found that
sometimes you’d rather not go to God because you’d
rather not be asked to obey him?
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11. Can you identify with Lewis’s notion that God trans-

forms even our past memories into the process of
glorification? Have any of your memories been so
transformed?

GENERAL QUESTIONS
1. “To pray successfully without words one needs to be at

the top of one’s form” (p. 11). Do you agree with Lewis
that it is possible to pray successfully without words?
2. “You make things far too snug and confiding. Your

erotic analogy needs to be supplemented by ‘I fell at his
feet as one dead’” (Letter 2, p. 14). Is there ever a danger of our being overfamiliar with God in prayer? How
can we guard against this?
3. Still, “it would be better not to be reverent at all than to

have a reverence that denied the proximity” (p. 15). Do
you agree with Lewis that it is still better to be overly
familiar with God in prayer than overly distant out of a
misplaced reverence for him?
4. “The abstraction is fatal. It will make the life of lives

inanimate and the love of loves impersonal” (p. 26). In
what ways can we make God into an abstraction?
5. “We must lay before him what is in us, not what ought

to be in us” (p. 27). Do you agree?
6. “It would be rash to say that there is any prayer which

God never grants. But the strongest candidate is the
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prayer we might express in the single word encore”
(p. 34). Why?
7. “The stakes have to be raised before we take the game

quite seriously” (p. 61). Have you found this to be true
in your experience of prayer? When have the stakes
been raised for you?
8. What do you make of the “embarrassing” New Testa-

ment promises that we will receive whatever we ask for
in faith?
9. “Mettez-vous en la presence de Dieu” (p. 106). What

ways do you find helpful for “placing yourself in the
presence of God”?
10. “Every idea of Him we form, He must in mercy

shatter” (p. 111). Discuss this statement.
11. What is the proper way for us to appreciate our

pleasures?
12. “Forgiving and being forgiven are two names for the

same thing” (p. 143). Do you think Lewis is right
to see a relationship between giving and receiving
forgiveness?
13. “No evil habit is so ingrained nor so long prayed

against (as it seemed) in vain, that it cannot even in dry
old age, be whisked away” (p. 144). Should we ever give
up praying for something?
14. “The really disquieting thing is that [prayer] should

have to be numbered among duties at all” (p. 152).
Why do you think we are apt to find prayer a “duty”?
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15. “The moral realm, the realm of duty, exists to be tran-

scended” (p. 154). How might we transcend the realm
of duty?
The material in this study guide is copyrighted by the C. S.
Lewis Foundation and was produced in conjunction with Liz
Evershed, the guide’s principal author. For more information
on the C. S. Lewis Foundation’s mission, programs, and events,
please visit www.cslewis.org.
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